“Last-Mile” preparation for a potential disaster – Interdisciplinary approach towards tsunami early warning and an evacuation information system for the coastal city of Padang, Indonesia
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Abstract. Extreme natural events, like e.g. tsunamis or earthquakes, regularly lead to catastrophes with dramatic consequences. In recent years natural disasters caused hundreds of thousands of deaths, destruction of infrastructure, disruption of economic activity and loss of billions of dollars worth of property and thus revealed considerable deficits hindering their effective management: Needs for stakeholders, decision-makers as well as for persons concerned include systematic risk identification and evaluation, a way to assess countermeasures, awareness raising and decision support systems to be employed before, during and after crisis situations. The overall goal of this study focuses on interdisciplinary integration of various scientific disciplines to contribute to a tsunami early warning information system. In comparison to most studies our focus is on high-end geometric and thematic analysis to meet the requirements of small-scale, heterogeneous and complex coastal urban systems. Data, methods and results from engineering, remote sensing and social sciences are interlinked and provide comprehensive information for disaster risk assessment, management and reduction. In detail, we combine inundation modeling, urban morphology analysis, population assessment, socio-economic analysis of the population and evacuation modeling. The interdisciplinary results eventually lead to recommendations for mitigation strategies in the fields of spatial planning or coping capacity.

1 Introduction

Tsunamis are an ever-present threat to lives, infrastructure, and property along the coasts of the world’s oceans. Indonesia has recently been struck by a series of major earthquakes and arising tsunamis that have largely affected cities: the 2004 tsunami and earthquakes (devastating the cities of Banda Aceh and Meulaboh) and the 2006 central Java earthquake (impacting the Yogyakarta region) with an ensuing tsunami (Leitmann, 2007). The dimension of the 2004 tsunami disaster claiming nearly 275 000 lives and destroying billions of dollars’ worth of property (Barber, 2005) reminded the world, to be more proactive in developing ways to reduce their impact.

Today, several end-to-end tsunami early warning systems are operated. Examples are the US National Tsunami Hazard Mitigation System (NTHMP) in the eastern Pacific (Bernhard, 2005; Titov et al., 2005), the Japanese Urgent Earthquake Detection and Alarm System (UrEDAS) in the western Pacific (Saita and Nakamura, 2003) or the German
Indonesian Early Warning System (GITEWS) in the Indian Ocean (Lauterjung, 2005). The manifold aspects for end-to-end tsunami early warning systems include tsunami hazard and vulnerability assessment, perception studies, evacuation modeling, eventually leading to technical requirements for monitoring stations and recommendations for adaptation and mitigation strategies. In large part, scientific studies to date give insight into a single specific part of the early warning process.

Assessing historic or potential future tsunami impacts to coastal communities is presented in the literature over the last few decades. A broad overview of the achievements in tsunami science is given in Synolakis and Bernhard (2006). A variety of numerical tools were developed that are capable of simulating the entire process of tsunami generation, propagation and run-up or parts of this process on either rectangular grids (e.g. MOST in Titov and Synolakis (1998), TUNAMI-N2 in Goto et al. (1997) or unstructured grids (e.g. ANUGA in Nielsen et al., 2005) solving the Nonlinear shallow water equations. Higher accuracy was gained when numerical models were developed solving Boussinesq-type equations but with much greater computational cost (e.g. Lynett et al., 2002). A tsunami inundation study dealing with western Sumatra and our focus area presents inundation maps based on historic events and plausible future scenarios deduced from GPS measurements (Borrero et al., 2006) but only on coarse available geometry. Burbridge et al. (2008) present a probabilistic tsunami hazard assessment for scenarios in the Indian Ocean. Regarding the devastating impact of actual tsunamis Reese et al. (2007) analyzed post-tsunami impact by field surveys with the intention to calibrate future models for inundation depth assessment as well as for stability assessment of buildings. Tinti et al. (2005) present an analysis based on eye-witnessed tsunami reports to give insight into the hazard process and impact.

In the field of tsunami vulnerability assessment studies target different aspects of vulnerability. Leone et al. (2007) focus on physical vulnerability correlating physical parameters of buildings visible from space with damage grades surveyed after the 2004 tsunami in Banda Aceh, Indonesia. Papathoma et al. (2003) and Taubenböck et al. (2008a) incorporate multiple vulnerability indicators from the natural and built environment to socio-demographics. With the focus on vulnerable conditions of people a global survey of capacities and gaps for early warning systems, identified warning dissemination and preparedness to act (response capability) as the weakest elements (ISDR Newsletter, 2006). Schneiderbauer and Ehrlich (2006) discriminate “social levels” of vulnerability at sub-national scale. Measuring socio-economic vulnerability to tsunami in the context of early warning means identifying relative differences of spatial and social patterns with regard to access to warning information and compliance of tsunami exposed social groups (Birkmann, 2006). In an actual tsunami warning authorities face various uncertainties of the success of an issued warning: How many people will respond, how fast will they act, what will they do and where will they go (Sorensen, 2000)? The development of evacuation simulations relies strongly on results obtained in the field of transportation modeling. Like in transportation, one can distinguish static approaches, e.g., Sheffi (1985), and dynamic approaches, e.g., Peeta and Zilisaskopoulos (2001). A typical static evacuation simulation is MASSVAC (Hobeika and Kim, 1998). The obvious shortcoming of static models is that they do not capture dynamic effects, which are highly relevant in evacuation situations. Consequently, many dynamic traffic assignment (DTA) models have been applied for evacuation simulations, e.g., MITSIM (Jha, Moore and Pashaie, 2004), DYNASMART (Kwon and Pitt, 2005), and PARAMICS (Chen and Zhan, 2004). Another aspect according to which transportation models may be classified is their granularity: Microscopic models represent every trip-maker individually, whereas macroscopic models aggregate traffic into continuous streams. All of the above DTA packages rely on microscopic traffic models. Further microscopic approaches that have been applied to the simulation of evacuation dynamics are cellular automata (Klüpfel et al., 2003) and the social force model (Helbing et al., 2002). Random utility models are also applicable to the microscopic modeling of pedestrian dynamics (Bierlaire et al., 2003); however, they are yet to be applied in evacuation scenarios.

In comparison to most studies our work focuses on the development of a tsunami early warning information system at high-end geometric and thematic detail. We aim to analyze and identify risk based on the development of hazard scenarios and the assessment of vulnerability of the current system on individual building level. Furthermore, our study tries to incorporate various scientific research fields – engineering, remote sensing and social sciences – to cover manifold perspectives for tsunami early warning. We combine data, methods and results from inundation modeling, urban morphology analysis, population assessment, socio-economic analysis of the population and evacuation modeling. We take the inundation dynamics into account by simulating various hazard scenarios; we measure and quantify the level of exposure; we assess the physical-technical susceptibility and the socio-economic vulnerability of the population; we analyze emerging interactions between the hazard, the vulnerable elements (people, critical infrastructure, etc.) and model dynamic evacuation scenarios with the objective to identify bottlenecks of the situation. The results of this interdisciplinary research serve as a basis for recommendations and identification of related spatial planning efforts to reduce the risk of human and material losses in case of a potential tsunami impact.

The work presented here is embedded in the Numerical Last Mile Tsunami Early Warning and Evacuation Information System (Last-Mile) project (Birkmann et al., 2008a; www.last-mile-evacuation.de). The term “Last-Mile” is understood as synonym for the immediate coastal area, where a potential tsunami wave piles up and eventually hits the
vulnerable system on land. The project focuses on the urban coastal hinterland of the city of Padang, West Sumatra, Indonesia, which has been indicated as one of the most plausible localities for a tsunami of disastrous proportions in the near future (Borrero et al., 2006).

Padang is the capital city of the Sumatera Barat province in West Sumatra, and with almost one million inhabitants the third largest city on the island of Sumatra, Indonesia (Fig. 2a). The complex and dynamic urban system of Padang features a high concentration of population, infrastructure and economic values. Padang features supra-regional relevance with an international airport, a port as well as binding to the rail network. Thus, the city possesses a central economical role for the coastal region and the mountainous back-country. It is located directly on the coast and partially sited beneath the mean sea level. Off the coast of Padang, the Sunda Arc marks an active convergent plate boundary. Thus, the city is located in a zone of extreme high probability to severe earthquakes and potential triggered tsunamis. According to the tsunami catalogue of the Indian Ocean, which includes about ninety tsunamis, 80% of the tsunamis originate in the Sunda arc region, where on average tsunamis are generated once in three years (Rastogi and Jaiswal, 2006).

A conceptual overview on risk and vulnerability serves as the outline of this study (Sect. 2). After the introduction of the various data sets used (Sect. 3), the further organization of the chapters is based on the conceptual overview: A hazard and a vulnerability part (Sect. 4). The results from the various scientific disciplines open up into main findings and recommendations (Sect. 5), before we summarize our work and give an outlook on intended progress within the scope of our study (Sect. 6).

2 Conceptual overview

Risk specifies something prospective and imaginary, and thus implies uncertainty. In context of disaster risk, the concept of vulnerability has evolved out of the social sciences and was introduced as a response to the purely hazard-oriented perception (Schneiderbauer and Ehrlich, 2004) in the 1970s. There are various definitions and concepts on risk and vulnerability from different schools and disciplines (Birkmann, 2006; Cannon et al., 2003; Correll et al., 2001; Davidson, 1997; IPCC, 2001; Blaikie et al., 1994; Turner et al., 2003; UN/ISDR, 2004); the BBC Framework (Birkmann, 2006) bases on these studies and is used to structure and conceptualize risk and vulnerability assessment within our approach (Fig. 1).

According to the BBC framework, risk is understood as the interaction of the hazard and the vulnerability of a system exposed. Vulnerability itself is considered as a configuration and interaction of physical, demographic, social, economic, environmental and political exposed and susceptible elements as well as coping capacities of these elements (e.g. social groups, infrastructures, economic sectors) (Eqs. 1 and 2).

\[
\text{Risk} = f(\text{Hazard}, \text{Vulnerability}) \quad (1) \\
\text{Vulnerability} = f(\text{Exposed Elements}, \text{Susceptibility}, \text{Coping Capacity}) \quad (2)
\]

The effect of a natural hazard on the objects or people of a particular area/system exemplify the complex interrelationships and emerging domino effects (Taubenböck et al., 2008a). The BBC-framework outlines two potential paths for reducing disaster risk and vulnerability: 1) preventive measures such as spatial planning and awareness raising before a disaster manifests (t: 0); 2) disaster management such as evacuation and emergency response during a disaster (t: 1) (Birkmann, 2006). The intervention system – e.g. existing emergency management plans – has direct effects on the configuration of the overall vulnerability and determines the level of risk. One main advantage of this framework is the clearly indicated feedback loop system of the measures (intervention system) in reducing the risk. This implies that the entire risk and vulnerability assessment should take into consideration the existing or planned measures and that, at the same time, the existing and planned measures should ensure vulnerability reduction.

The BBC conceptual framework stresses the fact that vulnerability assessment should take into account exposed, susceptible elements and coping capacities (we follow this structure in Sect. 4). They determine the likelihood to suffer harm due to potential tsunamis. The vulnerability assessment in tsunami early warning context refers to identify the causality

Fig. 1. BBC Framework (Source: Birkmann, 2006, based on Bogaardi and Birkmann, 2004 and Cardona, 1999, 2001).
of ineffective responses to early warning generating loss of lives (and livelihoods) during an emergency situation. According to UN/ISDR (2006) this conforms to the weakest elements of early warning systems “warning dissemination and preparedness to act”.

Based on this conceptual framework we address in our study the following specific questions about tsunami risk components to cover required information for appropriate recommendations and decision-making at the “last-mile”:

- What kind of inundation dynamics and what time frames are expected?
- How many structures and people and which groups of people are exposed for particular hazard scenarios?
- What factors influence different responses/behaviour to the tsunami early warning and coping capacity of various social groups in emergency situation?
- Which bottlenecks arise during the process of evacuation?
- Which scenario-specific decisions and recommendations have to be met to minimize disaster risk?

3 Multidisciplinary requirements for data sets

Problems associated with hazard analysis, risk and vulnerability assessment, and developing risk reduction measures are inherently spatial in nature. High resolution and updated data on topography, bathymetry or thematic maps of the city of Padang were not available or existing. Therefore, various remotely sensed and hydrographical data sets were acquired as well as field surveys containing household questionnaires were conducted to remedy the gap.

3.1 Remotely sensed data

We use high resolution satellite imagery from the Ikonos sensor with geometric capabilities of 1 m in panchromatic and 4 m in multispectral (blue, green, red and nir) bands to extract highly detailed information on the individual physical objects of complex urban areas – buildings, streets and open spaces. In addition an aerial survey was conducted in Padang gathering appropriate data with even a higher resolution using the Multi Functional Camera (MFC). The unique MFC system is one of the most advanced digital aerial line scanner systems worldwide. Characteristics of the camera include synchronous image data acquisition, with up to 16 cm spatial resolution, and detailed and highly automated processing of Digital Surface Models (DSM). The MFC system is one of few systems available today that is capable of producing image and elevation data with the appropriate radiometric and geometric quality for this kind of project.

Generation of a homogeneous map requires post-processing of all image data. The Ikonos data were pansharpened and were subject to atmospheric corrections utilizing the ATCOR (Atmospheric and Topographic Correction) Software (Richter, 1996). The airborne data were processed using internal software, developed by the DLR to add navigability, as recorded by GPS and the Inertial Measurement Unit (Börner et al., 2008). The resulting data were true orthophotos with a resolution of 25 cm. The data were mapped and delivered in units of UTM/WGS 84. The aerial survey was accompanied by a building facade survey. Facades of sample sections of the town were photographed and their positions measured by GPS. A database of buildings was permits identification and visualization of evacuation and infrastructural relevant buildings in the 3-D city model.

After the successful aerial survey mission, the raw data had to be further processed, including the radiometric enhancement and mosaicking of all aerial transects. The derived surface model with a horizontal as well as vertical resolution of 25 cm required some manual topographic corrections such as break lines along rivers and coastal areas, which are necessary to ensure the topological correctness of the derived Digital Elevation Model (DEM) that forms the basis for the hydrodynamic calculations under consideration (Moder et al., 2008). Finally, a cross-check was conducted to ensure quality of the topographic datasets by means of fast-static GPS measurements at twelve randomly chosen coordinates in Padang. The accuracy resulting from this procedure is in the range of 10 cm for the horizontal and 20 cm for the vertical dimension. In addition, an interferometric digital elevation model (DEM) based on X- and C-band data from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) acquired in February 2000 was available to analyze the terrain situation. It is a surface model with a pixel-spacing of 25 m and a vertical accuracy of 4–6 m (Marschalk et al., 2004).

3.2 Hydrographical survey data

The main objective of the conducted hydrographical multibeam survey off the coast of Padang was to geometrically enhance the existing set of bathymetrical data originating from former singlebeam surveys and nautical charts. Therefore we equipped a local fishing boat with a SeaBeam 1185 echo sounder (L3 Communications Elac Nautik GmbH) to a customized bracket at the hull. An inertial measurement unit (F180, CodaOctopus) and a global positioning system (Trimble 5700 receiver) were mounted additionally. Throughout the ship cruise profiles of conductivity, temperature and depth were taken by a CTD probe along the vertical to adjust the sound velocity for the sonar system.

The horizontal positioning was optimized in post-processing by means of differential GPS using correction data from the PSKI base station on Sikuai island. Correction for tidal influences was accomplished by application of time series derived from tide station at Teluk Bayur harbour. The
area covered by the conducted multibeam survey comprises approximately 42 km². Water depth varies from –3.14 m to –50.65 m in the area of interest. The post-processing of the surveyed bathymetry was done with the software “Caris Hips & Sips”. As a result a surface model of the surveyed area with a pixel-spacing of 3 m was produced. All water depths are referred to mean sea level.

Even if an overall quality and error estimation for the integrated measurement system is difficult, the accuracy of single components could be specified instead. The inertial measurement unit has an attitude accuracy of 0.061° and a heading accuracy of 0.175°. The accuracy of the post-processed GPS data is in the range of 5.0–7.0 cm whereas the sound velocity calculation by the CTD probe is accurate to 0.2 m/s. The accuracy of the echo sounder device is specified as >0.2% of the sounding depth.

### 3.3 Socio-economic data

Existing statistical data only provide limited information on socioeconomic parameters of the population. From the census in 2000 no specific information on early warning and disaster preparedness at the local level/sub-district level are available. For up-to-date knowledge on socio-economic parameters a survey was conducted. The needed information was primarily collected by means of geocoded household questionnaires with a sample size of 1000 households in Padang (Setiadi, 2008; Birkmann et al., 2008b). The distribution of the questionnaire samples is selected based on the physical analysis of the urban morphology (Sect. 4.2.1), function of the building, the geographic location and external socio-economic information on district level to cover the entire spatial and thematic spectrum of the urban landscape (Fig. 2d). The questionnaires encompass questions on the general socio-demographic and socio-economic...
characteristics of the households such as age, main and daily activities, income, education, and on specific themes related to knowledge and experience on tsunami warning and evacuation, access to warning media, up to risk perception and intended behaviour. Relationships between parameters under respective themes are analyzed using both descriptive statistics and multivariate analysis methods. This analysis takes into account the spatial parameters that contribute to the people’s perception and capability to conduct evacuation, e.g. distance of the household to the coast and accessibility of safe places. In order to validate the analysis results, qualitative on field data collection at the later phase of the study is planned.

Figure 2 displays a multi-scale overview for the study area Padang and acquired data sets. It shows the location of Padang in Southeast Asia (Fig. 2a). It also shows the highly detailed bathymetry and the digital elevation model (Fig. 2b). The detailed view of the MFC data displays the highly detailed geometric capabilities of the sensor (Fig. 2c). The Ikonos data provide an overview on the heterogeneous, small-scale and irregular urban pattern characterized by the fundamental physical elements of buildings, streets and open spaces in the entire urban area of Padang and indicates locations of the center or transportation hot spots. It also displays the spatial distribution of the sampling households, which was intended to cover the complete spectrum of the urban system – from buildings in the urban centre to the suburbs, from the coast to the urban hinterland and from small and low structures to large and high-rise buildings (Fig. 2d).

4 Interdisciplinary information system

This chapter specifies methods and results from the various scientific fields – inundation modeling, urban morphology analysis, population assessment, socio-economic analysis of the population and evacuation modeling – and their interlinkage. The aim is to highlight different components of the conceptual framework (Fig. 1) to substantially contribute to tsunami early warning and an evacuation information system. Knowledge on the probability, severity and the spatial impact of the hazard – in our case a tsunami – is the first element for an intermeshing information system. The second element is the vulnerability of a system, in our case the coastal urban area of Padang, with its exposed elements like structures, population or economy, with its susceptibility and with its coping capacity. Interdisciplinary collaboration aims to highlight and analyze dependencies within the process chain to link the various different scientific perspectives for a more holistic understanding of disaster risk and its management.

4.1 Hazard

A tsunami is a set of ocean waves caused by any large, abrupt disturbance of the sea surface (Bernhard et al., 2006). These disastrous waves could possibly be triggered by undersea earthquakes, land slides or volcano ruptures. To assess the impact of tsunamis, in-depth studies of inundation dynamics extracted from hydrodynamic simulations could contribute widely, where detailed information about velocity fields and flow depth is needed for evacuation simulation in coastal urban areas. From the field of coastal engineering these parameters could be obtained by solving the appropriate equations describing the predominant character of the flow field. Tsunamis are referred to as surface gravity waves with a typical wave length that is several times the water depth. This wave phenomenon is often represented mathematically by the nonlinear shallow water (NLSW) equation or Boussinesq type equations (Pedersen et al., 2008). We have chosen NLSW for the hydrodynamic study of our project area due to computational costs and since dispersive effects in the near shore zone are less dominant.

The computational domain comprises an area of about 580 km² that is bordered on the southern, western and northern part by the Indian Ocean. In the east of the domain the
The city of Padang is introduced taking into account the highly-resolved digital elevation and surface models surveyed by an airborne remote sensing campaign (cp. Sect. 3.1). Besides the main part of Padang we include the economically fundamental harbour regions Teluk Bayur and the oil harbour in the south of Bungus Bay. In addition we add a strip of 3 km width in the north made up of less accurate elevation data available from the Intergroup campaign (Intermap, 2007). The landward boundary is confined by the 80 m contour line. A great demand for highly-resolved bathymetry in the near-shore zone and topography for adequately modeling overland flow was stated e.g. by McCloskey et al. (2008). Small-scale bathymetry variations affect modeling results to a major order (Borrero et al., 1997) and possible time-dependent changes in coastal topography need to be considered when numerical models are validated (Borrero et al., 2006). Coping with these constraints we conducted a hydrographical survey off the coast of Padang in 2007. This 3 × 3 m grid obtained from that campaign is merged into a final digital elevation model together with the newly surveyed topography (cp. Sect. 3.1). Amongst these highly-resolved data sets we use SRTM data, GPS measurement, digitised nautical charts, General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans (GEBCO) and C-Map bathymetry (Jeppesen Marine) products in order to finalize the geometrical basis for the numerical modeling. Given the fact that we used the most accurate, highly resolved and contemporary datasets for bathymetry and topography, time-dependent changes have been considered in the geometry model sufficiently. Other time-dependent effects due to sediment transport or debris flow are beyond the scope of this study.

For the tsunami inundation modeling a hybrid approach was chosen to study wave propagation from the source onto dry land. In a basic step the source modeling and the deep-water propagation was carried out by Alfred-Wegener-Institute (AWI) based on the model TsunAWI (Harig et al., 2007). The NL-SW equations are employed as a basic set of equations that are solved on an unstructured finite-elements mesh (Behrens, 2008). Subsequently a hydrodynamic inundation modeling tool called ANUGA (Australian National University and Geoscience Australia, Nielsen et al., 2005) is employed for the computations of run-up and on-land flow for the project area due to effective shock capturing methods and domain decomposition strategies. The interface between both numerical models is designed to linearly interpolate model outputs from TsunAWI onto the mesh nodes at the ocean boundary of the ANUGA domain (Fig. 3a). We have chosen to simulate the inundation of the city of Padang in a hybrid model mainly due to computational cost and modeling time considerations. Additionally ANUGA assumes that all spatial coordinates are within one UTM zone. Modeling the end-to-end process of generation and propagation of tsunami as well as inundation in a single model is therefore currently inapplicable for the Padang area by ANUGA software since the earthquake source and the area of interest are not always in the same UTM zone.

ANUGA uses a finite-volume approach to solve the nonlinear shallow water wave equations in conservative form. A spatially varying triangular mesh is used to discretize the considered area of interest. The conserved quantities are water depth and horizontal momentum in x- and y-direction (Nielsen et al., 2005). A detailed description of the applied numerical scheme can be found in the work of Zoppou and Roberts (1999). The chosen coupling strategy only allows for unidirectional propagation of the incident wave into the ANUGA domain. Care must therefore be taken when the domain is established since both models run independently from each other and don’t interact or exchange results while simulations are being executed.

A twofold strategy is adopted throughout our modeling for the city of Padang in order to satisfy the fact that the urban topology of our focus area is densely built-up. On the one hand we employ two different house masks derived from the remotely sensed imagery. The finest house mask bases on the real building situation in the city including size, form and height of every individual house (Sect. 4.2.1). In addition, we use a coarse house mask combining the individual buildings per unit (blocks which are defined by the street network) to one quadrangle with a size corresponding to the real size of all individual buildings summed up. A major reason for running models with both DSM and DEM plus house masks is that it presently is not fully understood how macro-roughness elements could be taken into account in these kinds of hydrodynamic studies. The coarse house mask reduces the processing time significantly. On the other hand we employ the highly-resolved digital surface model that is sufficiently represented by a maximal triangle area of about 20 m². The maximal triangle area in the triangular mesh used is a measure for the quality of the hydrodynamic study. The values chosen are optimized on the one hand to capture all relevant topographic features and on the other hand to reduce needless computation time. As evacuation routes and upgrading recommendations are a focal point in our interdisciplinary study, the resulting flow fields need to represent at least major roads.

Fig. 4. General idea behind coupling the two different numerical models, light green line indicates the interface between AWI and ANUGA model, red dots represent AWI mesh nodes, conserved quantities are linearly interpolated to the ANUGA boundary, and rectangular box represents parts of the ANUGA domain.

www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/9/1509/2009/
streets and waterways in the city to compare with evacuation simulation adequately (cp. Sect. 4.2). This requirement is addressed by using meshes that are in the range of 10–20 m² for the city of Padang.

A common approach to calibrate and validate numerical studies is to compare them with historic tsunami inundation patterns, but for the city of Padang, the availability of validation events for our numerical studies is very poor (Borrero et al., 2006). Therefore we decided to rely on a large set of pre-calculated scenarios with spatially distributed epicentres (Fig. 3a). From the considered scenarios the medium warning time measured from the earthquake event until the arrival of the leading wave front is approximately 40 min, minimum 23 min and maximum 65 min (oral communication with AWI). Based on these scenarios hazard zones are identified and communicated to conduct adjacent hazard and risk assessment studies (cp. Sect. 4.2). The pre-calculated scenarios were taken as boundary conditions for both a preliminary study as well as for the full model domain. The result from the preliminary study revealed some important hints on the further modeling published in Goseberg et al. (2009) and Goseberg and Schlurmann (2008). The most striking fact is that the employments of highly-resolved data sets in contrast to commonly available data lead to channelized flow in major streets together with much higher currents. When a more sophisticated DEM is used not only flow velocities are amplified, but also flow depths and water levels directly at the shoreline are increased.

Finally these conclusions from the preliminary study could be confirmed and deepened as we analyzed first results from

Fig. 5. Sequential snapshots of combined inundation extend map and inundation depth map for Padang City, times are measured with respect to the arrival of the leading wave at the shoreline at zero seconds. Upper left: Sequence at 60 s, upper right: Sequence at 240 s, lower left: Sequence at 420 s and lower right: Sequence at 600 s.
Fig. 6. Exemplary flood extent maps for the different modeling strategies applied. Left: Maximum inundation depth [m] for a model with digital surface model; Right: Maximum inundation depth [m] for a model using a medium resolution house mask derived from remotely sensed data.

Fig. 7. Exemplary hazard maps from preliminary results of our multi-scenario approach compiled from 21 scenarios with underlying DSM model, counts are normalized by the maximal number of scenarios, left: city center of Padang, right: harbour Teluk Bayur south of the city.

the main study of the domain. In this paper we select only two different tsunami sources to show results with respect to the interdisciplinary approach. For details of tsunami sources we refer to Harig et al. (2007). Figure 5 presents sequential snapshots of inundation dynamics for a given $M_w=9.0$ exemplary event south-east of Pulau Siberut for the model runs with the underlying digital elevation model and house masks. These maps combine inundation extent and spatial information about water depth for the given point of times with respect to the arrival of the leading wave at the shoreline at zero seconds. It becomes apparent that areas near major channels and rivers draining the coastal plain are affected earlier than areas more distant to the water bodies. Canalised flow pattern

are generally observed when house masks are used instead of digital surface models. As a matter of fact, this flow pattern results in higher water levels near the coast and higher velocities where house polygons are absent in the domain. On the contrary, more distant areas to the shore face significantly lower water levels compared to model runs with DSM.

Figure 6 shows maximum inundation extents for two different model runs for the two modeling strategies discussed above. On the left hand side maximum inundation is plotted using the digital surface model of Padang. Due to the mesh resolution open spaces and built-up areas are not distinguishable from the result, since buildings that are clearly represented in the DSM degenerate under the applied mesh
interpolation algorithms. Nevertheless, building structures from the DSM affect model results to a significant level compared to plain DEM that are commonly used for such simulations. We found that using DSM data or DEM data together with a house mask for our numerical studies, inundation extent is less compared to simulation runs using only DEM data. That is due to the fact that flow is impeded by the existents house features in the model. The overland flow is reflected or decelerated while interacting with or being reflected at houses. On the other hand maximum inundation plotted for a simulation combined with a medium resolved house mask influences inundation dynamics as well.

Finally we deduced probabilistic hazard maps from the modeling approach discussed above. The hazard maps presented in Fig. 7 are compiled from the scenarios already post processed (M\textsubscript{w}=9.0) by means of counting any inundated raster cell in each scenario. For the probabilistic analyses inundated raster cells get a value of 1 and dry raster cells a value of 0. The resulting hazard map is deduced by summing up the available scenarios. Figure 7 shows normalized values with respect to the maximal number of tsunami scenarios in the same moment magnitude classified in 4 hazard zones. The resulting map products are finally being delivered to assess perspectives of vulnerability and to improve evacuation planning.

4.2 Vulnerability

With respect to our conceptual guideline – the BBC framework – risk is the interaction of the hazard (cp. Sect. 4.1) and the vulnerability of a system exposed. In the following section we attempt to measure and analyze vulnerability considered as a configuration and the interaction of exposed elements and their susceptibility as well as coping capacities of these elements (e.g. social groups, infrastructures, economic sectors).

4.2.1 Exposed elements

Exposure of elements is an inherently spatial problem. Remote sensing is a suitable scientific field to provide area-wide, up-to-date and accurate information on the urban land cover and its spatial structural pattern – the exposed elements. Based on the Ikonos imagery (Fig. 2d) we use a combination of an automatic object-oriented, hierarchical classification methodology (Taubenböck and Roth, 2007; Kass et al., 2007) and subsequent manual enhancement to derive a thematic land cover classification. The automatic classification approach resulted in 86.1% accuracy. Problems are automatic delineation of individual buildings in highly dense built-up areas as well as the automatic differentiation between certain roof types and sealed areas, which made the manual enhancement necessary. The results are eight classes mapping the urban structure – houses, streets, sealed areas, grassland, trees, wetland, bare soil, and water. No ground truth data were at hand for an accuracy assessment. Thus accuracy has been analyzed by a randomization of 500 checkpoints and a subsequent visual verification process between the classification and the Ikonos imagery calculating an error matrix using producer and consumer accuracies. The overall accuracies resulted in 97% correct classified pixels.

Value-adding from 2-D land-cover information to a 3-D city model has been performed. Using the digital surface model in combination with the building mask we assess the height of individual structures. In addition we calculate building sizes, roof types, and built-up density (Taubenböck et al., 2008b). Utilizing the field work experience in combination with the physical parameters of the individual buildings – size, height, location, alignment and roof type – land use is assessed as an additional feature of every building in the entire urban landscape of Padang. This enables to differentiate between residential, mixed, commercial and industrial usage on a basic level. Thus, the city model even enables a basic localization of economic focal areas. A higher thematic specification is integrated using field work information to localize critical infrastructure like hospitals or schools. The orographic condition of the urban region of Padang utilizing the digital elevation model completes the urban environment of the coastal city. Thus, a three-dimensional city model displays the complex, heterogeneous and fine-scale urban morphology and urban land use in a very detailed manner. This product displays essential basic information to know “what” is “where” in the city of Padang. It also provides the spatial basis for interdisciplinary research: The building mask is used as input parameter for inundation modeling of a potential tsunami (Sect. 4.1) and the derived street network is used for evacuation modeling (Sect. 4.2.2). Furthermore the 3-D city model is used to systematically distribute the survey samples (Sect. 4.2.2). Multi-layer analysis allows quantifying and localizing exposed elements of the urban landscape. Figure 8 shows a perspective view from the south on the city model of Padang.

Static urban morphology characterizes an urban agglomeration. But the dynamics of its population also distinguish the urban exposure. We correlate the static element of physical urban structures with the dynamic element of spatial and temporal behaviour of the population by means of the city model and surveyed data on punctual population information. Utilizing the building size and its particular height usable building spaces (living spaces) are calculated. Thus, calculation of average number of inhabitants per square meter is derived based on 500 surveyed geocoded sample buildings distributed around Padang (Taubenböck et al., 2008c). The mathematical concept of bottom-up extrapolation has been presented in detail by Taubenböck et al. (2007). A linear extrapolation algorithm projects the people proportionally to the living spaces of the particular house. Accuracy assessment has been carried out resulting in 86.73% compliance. In addition the detailed knowledge on the usage
Population distribution on building level.

of the buildings is at hand. Thus, the bottom-up extrapolation algorithm is calibrated on the different utilization of the buildings – residentially, mixed or commercially used – with respect to the time of day. From the questionnaire, day- and night-time population for the sample buildings are at hand, which is included to assess on average the quantity of people per building with respect to usage. The result is a highly detailed knowledge on the usage of the buildings is at hand. Thus, the bottom-up extrapolation algorithm is calibrated on the different utilization of the buildings – residentially, mixed or commercially used – with respect to the time of day. From the questionnaire, day- and night-time population for the sample buildings are at hand, which is included to assess on average the quantity of people per building with respect to usage. The result is a highly detailed knowledge on the dynamic spatial behaviour and time-dependent whereabouts of people within the complex urban landscape (Fig. 9). Thus, a spatial shift in exposure is mapped that influences location and quantities of potentially affected people in dependency of the time of day.

Table 1. Quantification of affected buildings and time-dependent assessment of affected people with respect to the hazard map (Fig. 7).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of zone</th>
<th>Probability</th>
<th>Buildings affected</th>
<th>Buildings affected</th>
<th>People affected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No risk</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>50.657</td>
<td>57.56%</td>
<td>285 600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low risk</td>
<td>0.01–5.0%</td>
<td>4.213</td>
<td>4.79%</td>
<td>36 900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium risk</td>
<td>5.01–15.0%</td>
<td>17.418</td>
<td>19.79%</td>
<td>98 800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High risk</td>
<td>15.01–45.0%</td>
<td>14.308</td>
<td>16.26%</td>
<td>81 900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme risk</td>
<td>45.01–100.0%</td>
<td>1.408</td>
<td>1.60%</td>
<td>9500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>88.004</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>512 700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interdisciplinary combination of the hazard map, the 3-D city model as well as the time-dependent population distribution allows now the probabilistic and quantitative assessment of scenario-dependent affected buildings and people. Table 1 shows the results for the 4 risk zones and reveals for the worst case scenario in our test area (Fig. 2d) that overall 37 347 buildings would be inundated in different risk zones and 227 100 people at daytime and 217 400 at nighttime would be at risk.

4.2.2 Susceptibility and coping capacity

Susceptibility and coping capacity as components of vulnerability are defined as the degree to which a system is able or unable to cope with the adverse effects of a hazardous impact (adapted from McCarthy et al., 2001). We attempt to measure the degree of vulnerability within the specific context of tsunami early warning and evacuation: i.e. the socio-economic vulnerability assessment should provide hints on the challenges that may appear due to
perception and behaviour of the people. Social groups confronted with the tsunami risk in reality indicate gaps between early warning technology and social response capability. They are not covered using pure engineering approaches or models that normally use simplified assumptions on the social aspects. It is intended to investigate parameters that would determine the susceptibility or coping capacity of various social groups during evacuation in order to understand what actually lead to the gaps identified.

Initially, the socio-economic factors influencing the exposure of various social groups to tsunamis derived from daily activity pattern and mobility data are further investigated using data obtained from the household questionnaires on socio-economic vulnerability. This provides complementary information to validate the time-specific population distribution according to the physical structural pattern extracted from remotely sensed data (cp. Sect. 4.2.1).

Subsequently, further analysis on the evacuation behaviour is conducted. As a starting point the following hypotheses were used with regard to the relevant vulnerability themes:

- various social groups have different access to early warning,
- various social groups would respond differently to the warning and to the given evacuation instruction,
- various social groups would have different capability and considerations (e.g. evacuation routes, evacuation in groups or individually) in conducting evacuation.

These hypotheses are tested using common statistical methods for descriptive analysis, correlation and regression analysis. As an example, the findings from the household questionnaires showed that during the September 2007 earthquake in the region of Padang 26.5% of people did not receive any tsunami early warning (Fig. 10). 51.3% received formal warning through television (TV) and radio and the rest (22.2%) were only informally notified. There was varying effectiveness of warning dissemination through different media in proportion to availability of the respective media in the households. This may be explained by the utilization of these media during the time of the event. It indicates that some households have to take uninformed decisions because of receiving different warning messages from different media. Results show that especially the informal notification and the interpretation of the warning information was difficult. There were only a small proportion of people evacuating after receiving the warning during the last experience (34%), however, the intention for evacuating in case of future tsunami early warning showed higher rates (75%) (Setiadi, 2008; Birkmann et al., 2008b) (cp. Figs. 11 and 12).

Multinomial logistic regressions are employed in order to investigate which parameters influence the intention to evacuate. The preliminary results identify a model of evacuation intention including parameters with some extent of significant influence, namely knowledge of tsunamis, discussion about tsunami risk in the community, perception on people’s vulnerability, knowledge of evacuation places, personal preference for safe places, self-efficacy in evacuation and doubt on tsunami early warning information. The aggregation of these parameters shows the level of awareness and attitude towards the current early warning and evacuation plan and will be a proxy of potential response to tsunami early warning. Moreover, distance to the coast and household characteristics such as household size and existence of elderly also play a role.

In order to estimate the capability of the people to conduct evacuation on time, the following parameters are taken into account: particularly parameters related to demographic distribution of vulnerable groups with limited running speed (and access to vehicle, if evacuation using vehicle would be considered) as well as evacuation destination, related to evacuation knowledge, participation in evacuation drills and perceived safe places.
Such assessments reveal socio-economic parameters, which shall be used as indicators for continuous monitoring the effectiveness of implemented and planned measures – e.g. education programs – to reduce the vulnerability of the people. The assessment not solely uses questionnaires and qualitative research, but also incorporates spatial information extracted from remote sensing. This combination is an enriching approach for assessing vulnerability comprehensively.

For example the punctual household questionnaires have been investigated regarding spatial correlation to physical urban morphology. Using the physical urban morphology parameters from the city model (Fig. 8) a semantic classification has been performed. The idea of semantic classification aims at a first assumed interrelation between physically homogeneous sectors within the complex urban morphology and the socioeconomic characteristics of people residing there (Taubenböck et al., 2009). The combination of the area-wide available statistical physical parameters describing the building stock of Padang per sector – built-up density, average house size, average building height, location – enables to identify physically homogeneous areas. The housing quality is assumed to be higher with rising building size or height and declining built-up density. We classify six different semantic classes – “slums”, “suburbs”, “low class areas” (LC), “middle class areas” (MC) and “high class areas” (HC). For every semantic class we assume typical physical conditions. As an example, slum areas are defined by the highest built-up density measured within the urban environment with mostly one storey buildings and the smallest buildings sizes.

The hypotheses that socio-economic parameters, like e.g. the income of the people, meet the assumptions made by the semantic classification are analyzed. The results show that the classified slum areas as well as the classified suburb areas reveal lowest income values independent from their location within the urban landscape. In addition consistent rising income levels to the semantic classes “low class” and subsequently to “middle class” areas is found. In the southern area of Padang the observation proofs what was stated in the initial hypothesis – a rising income for the “high class”, while in the northern area lower incomes for this class are detected. Thus concluding, the physical urban morphology basically correlates with socioeconomic parameters of the people. The combination of area-wide available remotely sensed data with punctual survey data shows interdisciplinary value-adding. The extrapolation enables to map spatial distribution of different social groups and thus reveals for our sample indicator “income” a spatial pattern of economic vulnerability.

The results of the assessment are also useful as inputs for deriving evacuation scenarios and simulation models, which will be further elaborated below. However, due to the fact that vulnerability assessment in the early warning context deals much with complex perception and behaviour questions, it is a great challenge to generate precise prediction on the evacuation behaviour in quantitative and probabilistic terms as well as to integrate it directly as parameters into the evacuation modeling. At the first phase, the results are generated in form of relative values for comparing different areas and social groups in the city and qualitative explanation as consideration for the potential bottlenecks.

The planning for an evacuation – after a tsunami warning is triggered – is an important aspect of disaster management. The advance warning time will be at most 30 min. From overlapping analysis of the spatial hazard impact and assessment of dynamic population distribution approximately 230 000 people are living in the affected area (Figs. 7, 9 and Table 1). Therefore, a detailed analysis of aspects that could influence the evacuation process is necessary. With this analysis it should be possible to:
– Give an estimate of the evacuation time.
– Detect bottlenecks that could for example emerge at bridges.
– Identify highly endangered areas, where a vertical evacuation seems the only possible solution.

From these results it is planned to derive evacuation recommendations. This could include evacuation maps telling the people where to move to or recommendations where to build tsunami proof shelters. Because of the complexity of the system, an analytic solution to the evacuation problem seems impossible. Therefore a microscopic multi-agent simulation for the city with all its inhabitants has been developed. With this simulation it should be possible to obtain an estimate of the evacuation process.

There are several requirements that have to be met to get a realistic simulation. The simulation needs to reflect the socio-economic profile; this is provided by the investigation described above. Information about distribution of the population as a function of time is integrated (cp. Sect. 4.2.1), but to date, social patterns are not yet integrated in the simulations. Another important aspect for the evacuation is information about potential flooding scenarios. There is a mechanism to integrate the results from Sect. 4.1 directly in the evacuation simulation. For the physical simulation of the evacuation procedure a detailed picture of geographic structure of the city is needed. This information has mainly been extracted from satellite imagery by detecting all the walkable area in a first step and generating a network from this afterwards (cp. Sect. 4.2.1.). The network not only includes streets but also sidewalks and squares. But not all the needed information could be extracted automatically. For example it is almost impossible to detect obstacles like fences and the like from satellite images. Therefore, a survey was conducted to take geo-encoded pictures from different places where bottlenecks during evacuation could emerge. With these pictures we can estimate the accessibility of potential areas of refuge. More detailed information on the input data is given by Lämmel et al. (2009).

The evacuation simulation is based on the MATSim (multi-agent traffic simulation, www.matsim.org) framework, where each evacuee is modeled as an individual software agent. Multi-agent simulation is defined as a computational model for simulating the actions and interactions of autonomous individuals with a view to assessing their effects on the system as a whole. The underlying flow model simulates the traffic based on a simple queue model where only free speed, bottleneck capacities, and link storage capacities are taken into account. The queue simulation, albeit simple, captures the most important aspects of evacuations such as the congestion effects of bottlenecks and the time needed to evacuate the endangered area. During simulation the agents make independent decisions about escape routes or when to evacuate (i.e. their individual response times). Consequently, the evacuation for every single agent is modeled separately and is stored in a so-called plan containing the starting time and the evacuation route. A snapshot of the visualization of the simulation is shown in Fig. 14. For more technical details of the simulation framework see Lämmel et al. (2009) and Lämmel and Nagel (2009).

The results of the simulation reveal an estimation for the occurrence of bottlenecks and an estimated overall evacuation time. A major determinant for the overall evacuation time is the number and place of shelters and places of refuge. In the simulation, these are called sinks. Different from the natural places of refuge like hills, the number and places of shelter (including buildings used as shelters like concrete multi-storey buildings) can be influenced by the administration (and potentially the city’s inhabitants and especially owners of buildings). Therefore, a second strategy within “Last-mile” (next to providing information and guidance on evacuation strategies) is to provide recommendations on the number and location of shelters and to identify buildings and recommend their use as shelters. A detailed anlysis of these results is given by Lämmel and Nagel (2009) and Lämmel et al. (2008).

Coping capacity in the case of a disastrous event encompasses management and physical planning, social and economic capacity. This aims at pooling all different perspectives and results along the process chain in order to derive recommendations for decision-makers before, during and after an event. The basis for substantial management is realized in a tool, where all results of the project are stored in a centralized geodatabase. The tool streams all necessary data via internet to an explicitly developed 3-D client browser with a multilingual interface. The browser enables the user, such as the city administration of Padang, rescue teams, etc. to view and analyze tsunami relevant data in 3-D at different levels of detail, even on the level of individual buildings. Because of the low data transfer rates in Indonesia’s IT infrastructure, it was essential to build on very efficient multi-resolution techniques for visualizing the DSM (Wahl et al., 2004) and for efficiently mapping GIS data on it (Schneider and Klein, 2007). These techniques further improve geometry representation (Wahl et al., 2008), texturing quality (Schneider and Klein, 2008), and caching and streaming techniques in such a way that the usability and efficiency of the viewer application within a restricted network infrastructure could be assured while retaining high rendering quality. The 3-D visualization of geospatial data, adapted to the special requirements of hazard management such as tsunami events, offers an effective tool even for inexperienced GIS users to interpret geospatial data. This is indispensable if the results should be spread to a wider audience, such as stakeholder in Padang, with its limited computing and IT infrastructure. The maintenance and update of the geospatial data is very cost-efficient due to its centralized data storage.

The tool intends to improve coping capacity in manifold ways: Since it combines the interdisciplinary research results
Fig. 14. Snapshots of the evacuation progress: Evacuation starts at 03:00 a.m. and the snapshots are taken after 1 min, 20 min and 40 min. The agents are colorized with respect to the time they need to evacuate. The evacuation time increases as the color moves from green to yellow to red.

Fig. 15. Intuitive graphical user interface for data dissemination, developed by RSS in cooperation with the University of Bonn.

and visualizes them in a consistent manner (building on the concepts described in Greß and Klein, 2009), it enables to support decision making before, during and after a disastrous event. Before the event we aim at the correct assessment of various hazard scenarios to quantify exposed susceptible elements and people, assess their coping capacity and identify bottlenecks for evacuation. Furthermore the web application is used as platform for information dissemination and thus aims at awareness raising and guidance of political will. This analysis is the basis for recommendations in preparation for the expected disaster. During and after the tsunami event the platform can be used to spatially plan and manage rescue measures.

5 Main findings and recommendations

Overall the interdisciplinary approach results in substantial spatial information covering the hazard impact, the exposed structures, the vulnerability of elements and groups of population, and the modeling of evacuation scenarios. The
individual disciplines depended on and benefited from spatial information from other disciplines for the particular highly detailed analysis. Furthermore the manifold results enable a holistic perspective on processes in case of a hazard event. For example, through the interdisciplinary approach of the project it is possible to develop a microscopic evacuation simulation that not only relies on highly resolved geo-spatial data but also on a detailed socio-economic profile and highly resolved small scale inundation simulations. Without such an interdisciplinary approach it would be hard to develop such an all-inclusive simulation framework. The results let us quantify the impact of potential disastrous events, and thus let us define and quantify counter-measures or relief actions needed.

The various scientific disciplines cannot perfectly map or simulate the complexity of reality. But for decision making before, during or after a disastrous event absolute accuracy is not necessary. For example remote sensing cannot accurately map cadastral data regarding population, but it can provide a fast assessment of the correct dimension of population and their whereabouts in the course of a day. Thus, the analysis is the crucial indication to identify weak points of a system as basis to develop mitigation strategies and derive recommendations.

The main findings and recommendations in our study address the questions we defined earlier in the conceptual overview (cp. Sect. 2). 1) What kind of inundation dynamics and what time frames are expected? 2) How many structures and people and which groups of people are exposed for particular hazard scenarios? 3) What factors influence different responses/behaviour to the tsunami early warning and coping capacity of various social groups in emergency situation? 4) Which bottlenecks arise during the process of evacuation? 5) Which scenario-specific decisions and recommendations have to be met to minimize disaster risk?

1. The modeling of inundation scenarios using a multi-scenario approach reveal information about the affected area in the modeling domain for a given moment magnitude. The level of risk that should be addressed by disaster managers should be determined before planning activities could take place. Our approach capacitates local planners and stakeholders to decide where safe areas could be located e.g. for evacuation procedure. Information about maximum inundated areas are classified in four distinct probabilistic impact zones. Generally, zones of high risk for any earthquake triggered tsunami are distributed along the coast but also along lower parts of river mouth and channels. Highly risky zones are seriously affected by water levels and flow velocities that lead to complete damage of less robust houses. Houses and shelters in zones of medium risk will probably withstand the impact, but flow path between houses and structures will be characterized by high flow velocities that disable evacuation procedure completely. By definition, zones of low risk will be damaged least by the tsunami impact and the timeframe of inundation dynamics will allow for the longest possible evacuation progress. Since all results are still snapshots of work-in-progress, only qualitative statements could be given at this stage, but we refer the reader to prospective publications by the authors for quantitative conclusions and details.

2. The combination of the spatial impact of the potential tsunami with the urban structures derived from remotely sensed data sets enables quantification of affected structures, their types and their location. Exemplary 37 347 structures were identified and localized in different risk zones of the hazard map. Furthermore, the land-cover classification enables to identify and localize natural safe areas, defined as open spaces accessible by the street network larger than 10,000 m² to be able to accommodate enough people in a rescue situation. Furthermore the area must be flat with land-cover bare soil or grassland and with respect to the hazard map a location outside any inundation area. The indirect derivation of dynamic population distribution with respect to the time of day results in the assessment of potentially affected people and their location. Exemplary the overlapping analysis of the spatial hazard scenario with the 3-D city model and the population assessment resulted in 227 000 people at daytime and 217 000 at night-time. The socioeconomic analysis using the questionnaire reveals the susceptibility and coping capacity of various groups and their locations.

3. Socio-economic vulnerability assessment through questionnaire-based surveying and additional qualitative studies on the specific themes such as access to the warning and the potential response or behaviour of the people reveals the social bottlenecks to be considered when establishing a people-centred effective early warning and evacuation planning. It provides better understanding on how the people adapt to the current risk reduction measures and what kind of additional measures are necessary. Spatial assessment of the socio-economic parameters such as income, and other related parameters enables projection of distribution of various social groups in the city areas as well as to generate thematic maps on vulnerability. Furthermore the usage of different media to warn people, e.g. TV, radio or sirens, clearly results in an increase of reached people, and thus becomes a recommendation to be developed further for warning dissemination. The results also clearly reveal that education programs should focus on recommended evacuation routes.

4. Basically evacuation by foot is recommended due to heavy traffic jam situation in the last warning situation in 2007. From the pre-calculated evacuation simulation
it is possible to detect potential bottlenecks in advance and give scenario specific evacuation recommendations. For example the bridge indicated in Fig. 14 is identified as bottleneck with a too low capacity for the accumulating evacuees. In the case of the estimated minimum tsunami arrival time of 23 min a highly vulnerable spatial area is localized. Furthermore, one gets information about estimated evacuation times on a geographic highly resolved level. As shown in the example of Fig. 14 only after 40 min almost the entire population was evacuated from potentially inundated areas from the sample tsunami scenario. From this assessment, areas where a vertical evacuation seems to be the only possible solution have to be localized. With the flexibility of MATSim it will be possible to simulate different scenarios regarding the distribution of the population, the inundation and the location of tsunami proof shelters. Therefore it will be possible to adapt the simulation if some parameters of the city change (e.g. widening of narrow streets, building of new bridges or the like).

5. The combination of the various aspects in the early warning chain enables to identify numerous recommendations and strategies for awareness raising, warning dissemination or spatial planning: The socioeconomic analysis reveals that awareness of the people and household characteristics have influence on the evacuation behaviour. The correlation with remotely sensed data even lets us localize extremely susceptible groups of people. Thus, we recommend standardized and location-specific education for the people, in order to make them aware on what to do in case of potential tsunami situation and provision of an early warning; it is also important to provide clear information to the people on where the recommended places and routes to evacuate are. Due to very short time availability to conduct evacuation and limitation of various available media, it is also recommended to empower the people to disseminate the warning in an “organized” informal way, such as through neighbourhood leaders or trained community teams.

The evacuation simulation reveals bottlenecks – mainly at bridges – giving manifold further options for improving the coping capacity. We identified safe areas and recommend to signpost them and with it to manage and thus release congestion areas in case of evacuation. If the overall evacuation time for the situation as it is exceeds an agreed maximum time (i.e., acceptance criterion), one possible strategy is to place shelters at locations identified on the basis of simulation results. We also recommend improving accessibility of the two natural elevation areas within the urban area of Padang as additional vertical shelter areas. Next to bottlenecks, the walking distance to a place of refuge is the second major determinant for the overall evacuation time. Additional shelters will reduce this walking distance for persons living or working close to those shelters. This will reduce the overall evacuation time, if for certain scenarios the individual evacuation time for many evacuees is modelled as “too large” (i.e., higher than the accepted time). Therefore, this seems to be a very promising strategy. The success of this strategy can be quantified by performing a simulation with taking the shelters into account.

6 Summary and outlook

The Last-Mile preparation for an expected natural disaster is an ongoing research project. The products developed are disseminated to local stakeholders, decision-makers and officials. Results serve as one essential information basis on how to proceed with governance regarding hazard assessment, disaster mitigation, strategic planning and the formulation of policies on land use planning to reduce the potential impact of a tsunami at the city of Padang.

Future analysis will focus on tsunami impact assessment utilizing vulnerability models of structures. Therefore the interdisciplinary research combining civil engineering and remote sensing aims to correlate punctual survey data with the area-wide physical parameters of the individual building for extrapolation on the complete building stock of Padang. Thus, stable structures for vertical evacuation will be identified. The integration of tsunami proof shelters will be an important aspect regarding the evacuation simulation framework. Therewith, it will be possible to find appropriate locations for those shelters and one could even assign shelters to the people subjected to their whereabouts.

Interaction between social and engineering sciences presented in this study offers a more comprehensive manner of the analysis and consequently a more applied product. Additional disciplines or common efforts to establish more intensive participation of the local stakeholders may be necessary, especially in adjusting the format of the information system to fit the local capacity and local planning purposes. This would ensure the acceptance and sustainable application of the scientific product.

In addition it is planned to visualize simulation results in high resolution video clips, showing evacuation routes and other relevant information for education and awareness purposes. 3-D Studio Max will be used to render the video sequences. Wave simulation, evacuation routes and points, as well as instructions on behavior, are shown in the video sequences and will be used for awareness campaigns and training units. The video sequences are designed to allow recognition of the city environment by using the 3-D city model textured with the building façade photos. In summary, the multifaceted interdisciplinary results within the “Last-Mile” project aim to holistically assess risk and vulnerability to mitigate human losses in case of the expected tsunami event.
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